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editorial
In recent weeks at St Stephen’s, we had a guest preacher, Dr Anthony Rees, who spoke to us over three Sundays about the book of Jeremiah. Anthony is a lecturer in
Hebrew Scriptures at the United Theological College,
and he gave us a fascinating insight into the tumultuous
journey which Jeremiah’s faith in God had led him to
undertake.
The theme of this current issue of “Vision” is Journey of
Faith. We have invited members to describe aspects of
their pilgrimage in the Christian faith and the responses
have been insightful, at times compelling – and certainly
diverse. Whilst these different “Journeys of Faith” may
not have been as challenging and dangerous as Jeremiah’s, they have nevertheless been marked by high points
and some difficulties along the way. We are sure that
you will enjoy reading the different viewpoints offered in
the articles which deal with this theme.
St Stephen’s has embraced certain missional goals as
we seek to reach out to those who live and work in the
heart of Sydney. Our location opposite Parliament House
- and now, right next door to the brand new 60 Martin
Place Building - offers us unique opportunities to reach
out to and serve others. In this issue, I interview the Rev
Ken Day about the opening of the Early Bird Café; I also
seek Ken’s response as to how this new initiative fits
within the parameters of the missional goals we have set
ourselves, under his guidance.
Life has been very busy for everyone at St Stephen’s
over the past three months. We have had our “Great
Aussie BBQ” to learn more about the work of Frontier
Services and to support this wonderful organisation
through our prayers and practical aid. The very first
Trivia Night at St Stephen’s, ably organised by Belinda
Fisher and Jenny Fisher, attracted a good crowd of
members and friends. The questions put by our special
host Cody Reynolds were very challenging, but everyone
enjoyed socialising and exercising their mental faculties

at the same time. In this issue, readers can also
look at the reports of two of the Social Outings
which were organised by Margaret De La Garde
and Judith Barton over recent weeks, namely, the
“Christmas in July” luncheon at Double Bay and
the celebration of Bernice Stewart’s 90th birthday.
Perhaps the most important event to have taken
place at St Stephen’s since we last went to press
was the annual HymnFest, held on 8th September.
The theme for the 2019 HymnFest was Hymns of
Power and Praise, and Mark Quarmby endeavoured to include those powerful hymns which
have proved to be the best loved over his years at
St Stephen’s. In addition, Mark and Nico Tjoelker
sought to pay a tribute to the tragedy of the fire at
Notre Dame through the beautiful rendition of two
organ solos by two famous French composers. At
the conclusion of the program, Margaret Horscroft
and the Hospitality Team provided a delicious
afternoon tea, which was very much appreciated
by all who attended. Readers can experience
anew the wonderful atmosphere of this year’s
HymnFest through reading Mark’s report.
In this issue, we celebrate the lives of two former
members of St Stephen’s who served our church
faithfully over many years – George Stephenson
and Audrey Strong. We also remember their
loved ones and friends, as they go through their
time of mourning the loss of two wonderful people.
As we reflect on the life of our church over the
past three months, Lauris and I hope that this
Spring 2019 issue of Vision will provide interesting
reading for everyone.

Janice Dawson
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The Early Bird Café
Our “Roving Reporter”, aka Janice, engaged
the Rev Ken in conversation about the new
venture at St Stephen’s, the opening of the
Early Bird Café
Janice: Who started the Early Bird Café? And
what does this organisation do precisely to come
to the aid of the homeless in the CBD?
Ken: The Early Bird Cafe was set up by the Scots
Presbyterian Church in Margaret Street, led by the
Rev Ian Barclay. Its aim was to provide a substantial breakfast for the homeless – and also for
people in general on low incomes.
J: So Ken, how did St Stephen’s come to be
involved in the Early Bird Café?
K: During the time when the Scots Presbyterian
Church was being renovated, the Early Bird
Café needed to find a new home. The organisers were advised that St Stephen’s was open to
new mission possibilities.
J: Can you give me some details about how the
Early Bird Café will operate at St Stephen’s?
K: The Early Bird Café opened its doors at St
Stephen’s on Tuesday 17th September. For the
time being, the café will be open on Tuesdays
and Wednesdays – and volunteers will be
drawn from Rotary groups as well as law firms
and businesses in the city. The volunteers
arrive at 6am and customers are served a full
breakfast from 7am to 8am. Our customers

enter the Ferguson Hall through the Philip Street
entrance. At present, all the food is supplied through
FoodBank. Customers are offered cereal, fruit, tea
and coffee – and a hot, cooked breakfast is served to
them at the table.
J: What are the plans for the future of this initiative?
K: Our plan is that soon, a team from St Stephen’s will
volunteer on Thursdays. We hope to gradually move
to offering breakfast five days a week, with the assistance of additional volunteers from outside the
church.
J: Ken, how do you feel that the concept of the Early
Bird Café fits within the missional goals of St
Stephen’s?
K: We believe that St Stephen’s works out the missional
goals of our church by asking Jesus “What are your
missional goals?” Then those in the congregation who
have gifts and a passion for this particular mission will
come forward. These people will form the St
Stephen’s team and they will take up the challenge
together to use the gifts and talents given to them by
God. They will be partners in this new initiative to
practise their faith through showing compassion in a
practical way.
Finally, members and friends may be wondering, “What
can I do?” We realise that not everyone is called to be a
volunteer. My answer to this question would be, “You
can continue to pray for the ministry and mission of St
Stephen’s. This is also a vital part of fulfilling the missional goals of our church”.
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The HSC comes back to Haunt Me
When I was at school, the HSC English course always
included a number of modules. The most traditional
module was an in-depth textual analysis (looking at a
particular play, novel or collection of poetry from a
canonical author, like Shakespeare or Wordsworth).
Then, there was the crowd favourite, a comparative
study of two texts linked in some way (Austen's Emma
and the 90's film Clueless, or Shelley's Frankenstein and
the sci-fi classic Blade Runner).
And finally, there was the worst module in the world –
the dreaded 'Area of Study'. It involved a vague and
almost universally applicable theme which would be
slathered across various texts, which really had much
more to offer, without regard to the nuance or depth of
those classic works. In my year, we learnt about
'Belonging', possibly the most boring thing a 17 year old
could think of. But for many years before that, teenagers
across the State were subjected to the loathed notion of
'Journeys'.
The reason we hated it so much was, I think, that there
was an artificiality in looking at a text through a lens with
which the author clearly never intended it to be viewed.
Sometimes, of course, you would come across a text
which did genuinely have something to say on the topic.
But such instances were rare. I'm not entirely sure what
the Board of Studies was trying to accomplish with the
exercise but it certainly developed our creative skills - we
became quite adept at making anything and everything
about 'Belonging' or 'Journeys', often in lunchtime mockery but also in our essays.

It strikes me in reflecting upon this that the Bible
would have been one of those rare texts that really
did have a common thread throughout. In fact, you
could say it has a number of intertwined threads
that duck and weave through the pages and the
epochs. But one which actually stands out for me
is 'Journeys'.
There are an incredible number of journeys recorded in the Bible. Abraham's journey from his
family and homeland to 'the land I will show you'.
Joseph's journey to Egypt, from slavery to power.
The journey of the Israelites from Egypt to the
Promised Land. The journey of Ruth and Naomi.
And I'm only up to the 8th book of the Bible!
It makes sense because the spiritual life and the
life of the church is also a journey. As we recall in
our affirmation of faith, "we are a pilgrim people,
always on the way towards a promised goal; on
the way Christ feeds us with words and sacraments, and we have the gift of the spirit in order
that we may not lose the way."
I could go into chapter and verse about how the
Bible explores the notion of the journey and the
various things it could teach us from a textual perspective but what fascinates me is that our God
continues to journey with us today. So I have
chosen to answer this particular question with a
creative work of my own, a conversation with a
journeying God.
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A Pilgrim God
You seem fond of journeys.
I guess they punctuate eternity somehow.
Why you've chosen me as your companion on this one
Both baffles and delights me.
I hope I don't annoy you too much with my
Are we there yets.
I have always loved road trips.
But I love them more when I'm driving.
You've told me to share the wheel but then what?
You never seem to listen to my directions.
But you always know the Way.
And you've got some killer tunes on your playlist.
You led them out of Egypt.
You led them into the desert.
You led them to the mountain.
You led them into the Promised Land.
You led them into battle.
You led them into peace.
You lead me beside still waters.
Will you walk with me?
I've come a long way so far.
There's a long way to go.
Can I lean on you a while?
Or should you run up ahead?
I promise I'll try to follow.
They led you to a place called Golgotha.
Which means the Place of the Skull.
I should have known it would not end there.
You led the way from death to life,
from the grave to the sky.
And, our loving Pilgrim God, you lead us still.

Katherine Buchan
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I suppose my faith journey started out like that of many
people. My parents were church-goers, my father an Elder
in the Presbyterian Church; I was sent to Sunday School;
and frankly, as a child, none of it meant anything very much
to me; it was what we did. I think, at least at times, I was a
horrible Sunday School student. Oddly – very oddly – the
two days my family never went to church were Good Friday
and Christmas Day, though I have no idea why.
Somewhere in my early teens, however, one morning before school, I picked up the New English Bible New Testament we had (the full Bible in that epoch-making translation
had not yet been published), and started reading the gospel
of Matthew. This became a morning habit, until I had read
all four gospels. For the first time in my life, something of
what I’d been hearing all those years became real for me. It
did, literally, change my life – in the exaggerated and immature ways that typify the early faith experiences of many
people. I decided that I wanted to be confirmed, which I was
at age 15 or 16; and began to explore the possibility of
entering the Presbyterian ministry.
When I was in Year 11, the wheels came off. I came in contact with two teachers at my school who, judged by today’s
standards, acted most inappropriately; but it was a different
world then. One of them was a Christadelphian, the other, I
think, on his way to becoming one. I now know a number of
Christadelphians, and have great respect for their piety and
integrity, so nothing of my experience should be taken as a
slight against that denomination. However my teachers had
a very particular way of understanding the Bible, and I am
sure that one of them saw me for the very vulnerable person I was. His ministrations eventually led me to complete
religious confusion, then to a bitter rejection of Christian
faith, while I was left with a very immature understanding of
what Christianity was, and a healthy contempt for the formulaic, neat but deeply unsatisfactory answers that were so
often trotted out to complex questions and life situations.
No saints had yet crossed my path.

However, God has a way of claiming his own. Several profoundly influential people came into my life. I hold them as
my saints.
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The first was Rev Graham Ellis. My wife, Lauris,
was determined that our first-born, our son David,
be baptized. Together we went to see Graham
Ellis. I was very honest with him; and yet, he was
both accepting and gracious. He understood what
I was saying, but was happy to accommodate me
and my hang-ups. So we made a first contact with
one of the two Uniting Church congregations in
Eastwood, the Lakeside Road congregation, heirs
of the original Methodist Church in Eastwood.

I might add, too, that it was Doug Purnell who first suggested that Lauris and I should become Elders, which
we did. We did not have to pass any faith test, he said;
the role would help us to learn and to grow, which it did.
It was also Doug Purnell who, absurdly, as it seemed to
me at the time, first invited me to lead a full service of
worship, including preaching. I accepted his invitation …
and found that I loved doing it. I have tried to tell him
since how much I owe him, but it really is hard to find
adequate words.

Subsequently, our two daughters were also baptized within that congregation, and we regarded it
as a necessary part of the “bargain” that we attend
church, though not every week. By that time,
Graham Ellis had left Eastwood, and Rev Doug
Purnell had come to us from Victoria. Like
Graham, Doug was a very strong preacher, but
very different; he used his outstanding skills as an
artist to complement and illustrate his sermons.
But what was really special, and important for me,
was that he tackled real-life situations, and
showed how the scriptures bore on them. He was
not one for the neat formulas; he grappled with life
in all its complexity and its ambiguity and its ugliness and pain, and yet demonstrated, not that the
Bible had some glib, unsatisfying and unhelpful
explanation, but rather that the risen Christ was in
there, in the pain and the suffering, and that in him
were hope and love and grace. Doug said to me
once that, like me, he had been brought up on the
formulaic Christian explanations, but he’d come to
realise that they didn’t work, they were not healing
or life-affirming, and that faith had to grow deeper
and beyond the trite recipes that were too often
prescribed.

My third saint is out of a completely different box. At
Macquarie University, I studied Ancient History. The
Professor of Ancient History was Edwin Judge, a fine
scholar and a Christian in the Anglican tradition. Edwin’s
method of studying Ancient History was very different
from anything I had ever encountered, and remains the
exception, though is certainly shared by the greatest and
best scholars across the world. It was about studying the
sources in minute detail. Whereas too many scholars
would read a text quite carelessly, then build an interpretation on their fairly shallow engagement with it, Edwin
would examine every word, literally every word. Why
was this word chosen, and not that one? What was the
force of this phrase? Why did that technical term appear
just there? Why was that detail included? It was eyeopening and inspirational stuff. In the field of Roman
history, Edwin’s work on Tiberius Gracchus (Tr. Pl.
133bc) and the “emperor” Augustus (Edwin would vehemently reject any notion that Augustus was, or regarded
himself as, an emperor!) challenged generations of
scholarly interpretation, and remains significant today,
even fifty years later.

Doug was my second saint. He taught me that it
was okay to have doubts, and to affirm that so
much of what was passed off as Christian faith
was completely unable to meet the deep needs
thrown up by the roller-coaster of human existence.

While my first years of knowing Edwin coincided with my
bitter time in the wilderness, I later read an article he had
written about his own faith journey. I have lost the article
and wish I hadn’t, but I vividly recall his saying that the
foundation of Christian faith was not the Church or its
traditions, but the sources that come down to us from the
early generations of Christians; that they must be

Edwin’s precision and extreme attention to the detail of
texts was formative for me.
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studied, literally word by word, for us to understand the
faith we have inherited. It was an unsurprising statement, given Edwin’s scholarly method, but it was revolutionary for me, and totally liberating and empowering.
Nowhere was he suggesting that one could simply
jettison what others thought about the sources of Christianity, but he was affirming that, like all historical studies, Christians would find the truth by applying their
scholarly skills to gaining a complete understanding of
the foundational texts, literally weighing every word,
word by word.
The other great contribution of Edwin Judge, both to the
field of biblical studies, and to me personally, seems
trite to say now, but in the 1950s and 60s when he
began, it was new and revolutionary. He acknowledged
that you could only understand biblical texts if you understood the world that produced them. His publication
with the Tyndale Press in 1960, The Social Pattern of
Christian Groups in the First Century, attempted to rewrite our understanding of the demographic of the early
Church. It had little impact at the time, but was rediscovered some twenty-five years later by German scholars,
who hailed its insights and built upon them. It remains a
foundational study.
For me, personally, this added a missing dimension.
There was much of the ancient world that I knew little of,
but there was much that I did; and the realization that
this was the world in which the biblical narrative took
place, and that understanding the scriptures was not
really possible unless you understood their provenance,
moved my pursuit of Christian understanding from an
isolated, Bible-centred and theologically based study,
into the realm of the scholarship that I enjoyed and had
done professionally all my adult life. I had been given
the tools and the insight to pursue an independent
understanding of the scriptures.
Those are my three saints. One invited me back into the
Church; one validated my doubts and concerns; one
gave me the keys to understanding the Christian faith
as an independent thinker. So many heroes are unsung.
I am delighted to have been given this opportunity to
sing of some of mine.

Alan Harper

OAM

In my hectic pace of life, I have found it is useful to
take a moment to pause, take stock of where I am
in my journey of faith, and where I am heading. I
reflect on my failures and seek renewal, evaluate
my goals in life and encapsulate my dreams that
help propel me along the way.

Psalm 90:12 declares ‘Teach us to
count our days that we may gain a wise
heart’.
In Micah 6: 8 we read ‘And what does
the Lord require of you? To act justly
and to love mercy and to walk humbly
with your God’.
In a sense my learning is around finding the deeper purpose of my life, knowing God’s will for me,
and responding to His call. But when I reflect back
on my journey I see the things that have held me
back from responding to God’s approach to me;
for example, my preoccupation with material
things, building relationships, fixation on my work,
doubts, sinful nature, ‘righteous , wanting my own
will, my resistance(s), keeping things hidden from
Him, not having my ‘listening ears’ turned on to
hear His message to me!
The reality, however, is the wonder, mystery and
awe of a God who seeks ME! The image of the
Almighty as forever on the move, loving me, forgiving me, eternally present, encountering me and
disturbing my complacency
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‘Though I dwell in the uttermost parts
of the earth, there God will find me.
Though I ascend into heaven and take
the wings of the morning, God will be
there. Though I dwell in some dark hell,
in some abyss of my own despair, even
there I shall be face to face with God.
This is the God who formed me in the
womb and who knows my inmost
thoughts’ Psalm 139.
How can that be?
The Voice that comes across the ages from long
ago, speaking to me from the moment of my baptism, through the demonstrative philosophy of my
mother and grandparents, Sunday School teachers, Fellowship, Billy Graham Crusade, friends,
the church family and ministers.

of thankfulness and encouraged us in our journey into
faith. Thank you, Rosalie.

'Gratitude is the heart's memory', an old proverb
acknowledges. Although I have a list of my
heart's memories, I am grateful to Rosalie
Ramsay for sharing her profound wisdom and
deep understanding of the Holy Scriptures, and
helping me to open the walls of my mind, the
doors of my heart and the window of my soul to
pause and hear God's voice.

‘I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life. No-one
comes to the Father except through me’. John
14:6

Our times of prayerful reflections together reading
the Scriptures, Congregational Retreats to Gilbulla
for preparing Sunday School material, deep discussions/debates that stirred up our creative spirit

The Voice of Jesus speaking from the past, yet ever
present, and still to come:

Jesus invites me (and you) to accept Him as Lord and
Saviour, and promises to stay with us for time and eternity.
Who wouldn’t choose such a journey into faith!

Judith Barton
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Each of us in the Christian churches travels through
life on a journey of faith, drawing on the great statements of the Bible, such as “all things work together
for good to those that love God, who are called to his
purposes” (Romans 8.28), and on the fellowship of
kindred spirits. Among these, feature our clergy – our
spiritual leaders. Over the years, I have been greatly
influenced by these. Around 1948, Rev Don Wilcox
took over our country Parish and immediately formed
a PFA youth fellowship and lined up an Easter Camp
for the next year. By 1950, when our family had relocated to the city, my sister and I had entree to one of
the most effective PFA groups on the north side, and
contact with many PFA people and other fine Christian folk.
In our modern materialistic society, where so much is
determined by one's stock of money, the words of
Christ himself, from the 12th chapter of Luke about
being "rich in God's sight" (verse 21) Good News
Bible, give us a compass-bearing for our journey of
faith. I still recall the worship service and the Bible
reading where these words – for me – stood out.

As we say together in worship the Nicene Creed from
the year 325AD, we affirm the fact that we live in a
God-based world. But we experience some turbulence nonetheless. Around the globe, humans experience a variety of natural disasters which seem not to
accord with Christ's teaching about the Fatherhood of
God. Indeed, the Galilee in which Jesus lived and
the Jerusalem in which he died, seem not to have
experienced drought or earth tremors, or floods in the
River Jordan in contrast to the twisters of the American South in our time, or the 127 active volcanoes in
Indonesia reported recently in the Economist magazine, not to mention many other hazards which deliver damage and destruction.
Nonetheless, we are called to accept the natural
world around us and its diverse impacts, as we draw
on the special significance of verses such as John
10.10 – "I have come in order that you might have life
– life in all its fullness" – receiving from Christ the gift
of redemption, and the ability to grow in Christian maturity, which overcome the frailties and deficiencies of
our basic human condition. We need to develop our
responses to the many challenges of our overall journey. Well may we sing the fine Taize hymn (706 in
the book) "Bless the Lord, my soul, who leads me into
life."

Alex Norquay
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My faith journey began when I was a child in Murfreesboro Tennessee. I was raised in the church, attending with my family weekly on
Sunday mornings, Sunday evenings and Wednesday evenings. In my
early years and through my early teen years, I enjoyed attending
church and socialising with our church family, but most importantly, I
developed an individual relationship with God. In my later teen years,
based on their interpretation of the Bible by my church, I started to
question God’s love for me as at that time, I was realising I was gay. I
finished my high school years still attending church, but with much
less frequency. After graduation, I moved away from Tennessee.
With this move, I stopped attending church and God’s place in my life
started to diminish.
Fast forward to 2018. In June of 2018, during a visit back to Tennessee to see family, I had the chance to attend church with my sister. I
looked forward to visiting my sister’s church as I missed having a relationship with God and was curious about how it would feel to be
back in a house of God. My sister told me that her church was different from the church I grew up in, in that they were accepting of gay
people and would welcome me as I am. She was so right. Her church
welcomed me and my whole family with open arms. During that service, I felt the most wondrous sense of peace. I felt that God was calling me back, as I am. Leaving church that day, I set myself a goal
that when I arrived back in Sydney: I would investigate churches to
see if I could find a congregation where I felt welcome as I am and a
place where I felt that same sense of peace.
After visiting a few churches in Sydney, I came across St. Stephen’s
Uniting Church. I visited with my son for several weeks and each
week, I had the most wonderful feeling of peace. I was starting to feel
God’s grace and love again. Each week, I looked forward to attending
and spending time worshiping God alongside others. Then one day, I
saw in the church news sheet that the congregation would be voting
on same-sex marriage within the church building. Nervously, I attended the vote. I was so thankful to see overwhelming support for samesex marriage from the church congregation. This was the moment
when I knew that St Stephen’s was the church home for me and my
family. I am so happy now that I have a renewed relationship with
God and that I and my family have a church home. Thank you to
everyone who welcomed us, and we look forward to continuing to be
active participants within the congregation.

Scott Brunelle
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news
At our church service on Sunday the 14th July, the sermon was delivered by Martin Shields, Donor Relations
Officer at Frontier Services. Martin spoke firstly about the
Bush Chaplains who visit people on properties in the outback for a chat and a cup of tea or a meal. They are
ready to listen to the concerns and worries of country
people and can provide practical as well as spiritual support to those who are “doing it tough” in the vast western
and inland areas of Australia. Our Bush Chaplains fulfil a
role that most people would struggle to do. Visiting people on properties for a cuppa and a chat, they are often
on the frontline for identifying issues. They lend a sympathetic ear and provide practical, pastoral and spiritual
support to those in need. Martin also spoke to the congregation at St Stephen’s about Outback Links, which
has been connecting volunteers with people in remote
areas; these volunteers provide practical support to
farmers, which might include property maintenance,
gardening or general farm support.
Again this year, the St Stephen’s “family” wanted to
show their support of Frontier Services by participating in
the Great Aussie BBQ initiative. Members and friends
gathered over lunch to enjoy sizzling hot sausages
cooked on our very own barbecue, together with delicious salads and breads provided by the Hospitality
Team, ably led by Margaret Horscroft. Margaret and her
team also had tempting desserts on offer, accompanied
by a hot cup of coffee or tea.
It was Margaret Horscroft’s idea this year to create “The
Long Table”, and this proved to be a great initiative
which very much enhanced the conviviality of our indoor
barbecue. As friends gathered together around the long
table – which took up the whole length of the Ferguson
Hall – we remembered our “Aussie farmers” who are battling with one of the worst droughts to afflict our country
in many years.

We could not forget the many farmers who say
that the weather conditions are the worst they
have ever experienced in their lifetime. Margaret
De La Garde, ably assisted by Florence Bell, had
been quietly gathering donations over a period of
some weeks prior to the 14th July event – and
Margaret was pleased to be able to present a
cheque for just over $2,000 to Martin to support
the remarkable work done by Frontier Services.
However, further donations were made to Frontier
Services in the form of knitted goods, including
jumpers and beanies which had been knitted by
the late Dorothy Howard and which had been
kindly donated by her relatives. In addition, the
ladies from the St John’s Dee Why’s “Pins and
Needles Group” had been very busy over recent
weeks; a fine selection of beanies were donated
by them and brought in to St Stephen’s by one of
their most faithful members, Pam Fisher.
In these practical ways, we see that St Stephen’s
continues to take its mission goals seriously. Our
church continues to involve itself in the lives of our
fellow Australians who live in remote locations
through prayer, financial support and the giving of
useful gifts. The farmers are particularly in need of
our support through this very difficult and challenging time of hardship and drought.

Janice Dawson
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On Sunday the 8th September, St Stephen’s held its
annual HymnFest. After having organised HymnFests
for several years, many of those who have attended
have come to me with requests for hymns to sing at
future HymnFests. The problem is then finding brass
arrangements for these hymns so that we can have them
accompanied by our wonderful brass ensemble, timpani
and organ. Almost all the brass arrangements are published in the USA and Americans often sing different
tunes for hymns we know and love here, and so no
musical arrangements exist for some of our hymn tunes.
Over the years I have been compiling a
list of requested hymns and been
searching for brass accompaniments.
By this year I had acquired enough to
create a program of popularly requested hymns. Finding a theme was
achieved by looking through the subject matter of all these hymns and I
found that they were all very powerful
hymns that praise God. Thus, this
year’s theme was Hymns of Power and
Praise.
With the fire in Notre-Dame
Cathedral, Paris, it was requested that we pay tribute to
this most important church in
church music history and perform some music from there.
Both Nico, our organ scholar,
and I have performed in Notre
Dame so we both have a particular affinity with the building
and its history.
Nico performed Maurice Duruflé’s Prélude, Adagio et
Choral Varié Op. 4. Duruflé was the assistant organist at
Notre-Dame when Louis Vierne was the famous blind
cathedral organist, and was by Vierne’s side when
Vierne played his 1,750th recital at Notre-Dame. Vierne
died at the console while playing this recital in 1937.

I performed one of Vierne’s most famous organ
pieces, his Carillon de Westminster. This piece
has a connection with St Stephen’s in that the
famous English organ builder, Henry Willis, built
the first organ for St Stephen’s when the church
was in Phillip St. This organ is now in the Armidale Uniting Church. Henry Willis was a friend of
Louis Vierne and Vierne rang him up and asked
him to sing the melody of the Westminster clock
chimes. Vierne wrote the melody down and composed this piece, based on that tune which plays
on the quarter hours where Big Ben strikes the
hour.
Most large French churches have two organs: a
large grand organ
in the west gallery and a smaller
organ up in the
sanctuary which
accompanies the
choir. Vierne
composed a
mass setting for
two organs and
choir in 1899, and
our combined
choir performed
the Kyrie from this, which I arranged for one
organ, brass ensemble and timpani.
We had about 40 singers in the massed choir, all
enthusiastically conducted by our Dr Huw Belling,
who helped us lift the roof in our hymn singing.
Kathryn Lynch compered the afternoon and it was
great to see so many people attending and enjoying the great music of power and praise before
enjoying the sumptuous afternoon tea downstairs,
so superbly prepared by Margaret Horscroft and
the ladies of our Hospitality Team.

Mark Quarmby, Director of Music
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What do you call a successful trivia night? The St.
Stephen's inaugural “Christmas in July” themed
Trivia Night held in support of Newtown Mission
and hosted by my second cousin, Cody.
The competitors, members of our congregation,
their friends and families, members from Newtown
Mission (including the Rev Graeme Tutt) were
scattered over six large tables in the Ferguson
Hall, with table names created at the start of the
evening: Miracle on Macquarie Street (Newtown
Mission), Three wise men and their lady camels
(my immediate family and the Mudgee relatives),
Bel's Bon Bons (the SS choir group), Let us know,
let us know, let us know - a fabulous take on the
Christmas carol "Let it snow, let it snow, let it
snow" (creatively headed by Ken and Sue); Rockin’ Red Robins (Christine’s table) and Belles of St
Stephen’s (the all ladies’ team).
Miracles on Macquarie Street won.
The hospitality team of Jen and Judith put on a
great spread including home made pizzas, and
Christine's mulled wine made to a fabulous Dutch
recipe, created a "White Christmas" inspired aroma that filled the Ferguson Hall.
The quarter time crisis of a complete blackout of
the Ferguson Hall (and Cody's AV) didn't dampen
our spirits. The fairy lights came into their own by
creating a beautiful ambient light reminiscent of a
Christmas evening, and it was of no concern to
Judith and Pam, who continued to buy and sell
respectively at the Newtown Mission woollen stall
(donated by St. John's Dee Why's Pins & Needles
Group) lit by Judith's iPhone. Ken and Christine
swiftly had it all back up and running in no time
with generator fed spot lights. There was a comment made that perhaps the fuses blew purely
because of Cody's good looks!
Thanks to Sue and Christine for the massive clean
-up the following day, and to Christine's son, Eddy's expertise in helping me decorate Ferguson
Hall, complete with a Christmas tree made from a
branch found on one of Ken's Woollahra walks.
Now that's what I call a great first Trivia Night from
which I hope will grow a continued tradition - Cody
and I are keen! I hope you are too.

Belinda Fisher
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90th

Bernice Stewart’S
Birthday Celebrations

On the afternoon of Thursday the 29th of August, a group of
ten members of St Stephen’s travelled to the Baptist Care
Shalom Centre in Macquarie Park to celebrate the 90th birthday of one of our longstanding and faithful members of the
church, Bernice Stewart.
The Shalom Centre had set aside an attractive area near the
Reception Area for our group, and Margaret De La Garde
had organised a delicious afternoon tea for all of us. Margaret also provided a beautiful birthday cake as well as a large,
colourful “90th Birthday Balloon” for this special event.
This special afternoon tea party was an opportunity for Bernice to catch up with old friends from St Stephen’s. There
was time to do a certain amount of reminiscing as well about
the years when Bernice’s late husband George and she
devoted so much time and energy to our church, and generously offered their friendship to all.
Flowers and gifts were naturally a part of the celebrations.
We all remarked on how well and happy Bernice was looking – reaching her 90th year and celebrating such an
achievement with family and friends no doubt brought
Bernice much happiness and joy. Bernice’s faith in the goodness of our God has kept her strong through all these years
and given her a joy and a purpose in her long life.
Finally, a sincere “Thank you” is in order to Margaret
De La Garde and also to Judith Barton, who organised this special outing.

Janice Dawson
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CHRISTMAS IN JULY LUNCHEON
DOUBLE BAY

On Wednesday 31st July, a group of fifteen members and friends of St Stephen’s gathered at the
18 Footers restaurant in Double Bay to enjoy a
“Christmas in July” luncheon, organised by Judith
Barton and myself. Most of us had travelled over
the harbour by ferry, and enjoyed the views as
well as the relaxing experience of this mode of
transport popular with Sydneysiders.
We all gathered in the lounge area of the 18 Footers initially for a chat before Judith organised us
into groups of three people to participate in a Trivia Quiz. The questions all focussed on different
aspects of Australian history and culture – and
some questions were quite challenging. There
were delicious boxes of chocolates for the lucky
winners. However, we all shared in the satisfaction of knowing that we had engaged in some intellectual exercise before sitting down at our table
in the restaurant.
Judith organised some delicious wines to accompany the dishes of our choice. The food and the
service were very good indeed – but no doubt the
best part of our luncheon was the conversation
and the laughter we shared. At the conclusion of
the luncheon, all who attended kindly expressed
their appreciation to Judith and for her organisation of what they described as “a most enjoyable
event on the 2019 calendar of ‘Social Outings’ at
St Stephen’s”.

Margaret De La Garde
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vale
George Stephenson, the
Voice of Radio! George started at Radio 2RDJ FM 88.1
in the early 90’s, producing and presenting with Phyllis,
his late wife, a weekly interview program named
‘Kaleidoscope’, which ran for over 22 years.
George returned to radio after a short break following
Phyllis’s death in 2015, with an interview program called
‘George & Friends’ focusing more on people and what
made them tick. As a matter of fact, over the many years
of his long association with St Stephen’s Uniting Church,
George interviewed many people from our congregation,
not least more recently our Minister. In fact, George
interviewed Ken Day, our Tertiary Student Worker
Kathryn Lynch, and Father James Collins from the
Anglican Church in the local Burwood area, on the
meaning of Easter.
George also loved participating in the Annual Spring
Festival, an event at Strathfield Park to celebrate the
arrival of spring. He loved mingling and having conversations with people attending, inviting them to see a real
radio station in action and meet the voice behind the
radio program, broadcasting live to his radio audiences.
I remember with fondness our trip to South Africa last
year, with George taking along in his coat pocket a mini
recording device to record interviews with fellow travellers, locals, and our star at the Mala Mala Game
Reserve – our Ranger Thabisani Buthelezi, whose claim
to fame was the ‘Prince of Zululand’. Our stay at Mala
Mala Game Reserve with its unfenced territory of 33,000
acres situated within the greater Sabi Sands had unhampered access to Kruger National Park wild animals,
which are attracted by its comprehensive collection of
environments, ranging from extensive grass plains to
dense riverine forest and large granite dome hills. The
sighting of the Big 5 and much much more was amazing,
with plenty of game drives day and night. Sitting in open
safari vehicles and observing the elephants, giraffes and
hippos, hearing leopards close by when driving off the
road, or lions asleep down near the river hidden in the
grass was truly a life changing experience. George’s
idea was to record all these wonderful conversations
from across the world, and bring them back to Australia
to present a ‘live program’ to his radio audience. The
program was broadcast several times last year, with
George receiving a community award for excellence.

George’s love of the theatre, stage shows and
Broadway musicals ensured an enjoyable evening
out, seeing the latest shows Sydney offered.
George loved conversations, often holding the
floor with his stories of whom he had meet and
interviewed during his lifetime. Around the coffee
table, surrounded by his ‘lady friends’ at church
(Joan Ross, Barbara Bird, Florence Bell ) or
during the first and third Sunday hospitality luncheons, you could observe George joining in with
gusto!
I am thankful for the life and warm friendship of a
wonderful conversationalist and travelling companion, George Stephenson.

Judith Barton

One of our most notable members – George
Stephenson – who enjoyed a career in radio and
television - passed away in April, following his
wife, the popular Phyllis – who died in 2015.
George – who was 90 years old – had played a
significant role in popular shows ranging from
Australia's “Amateur Hour” in the faraway 1950s,
to TV and documentary programs in our own time.
He was personally known to Alan Jones of 2GB as
well as many others, ranging from political figures
to ordinary folk in the street.
George and Phyllis met at a dance at Petersham
Town Hall, and were quickly convinced that they
were a match, and were married here at St Stephen's in November 1954. Thus their married life
together was sixty years plus.
George loved travel and persuaded his friend,
Judith, to accompany him on a journey to South
Africa last year. It was – by accounts – a great
holiday, given the unique and special characteristics of that country and its society.
George had the gift of being able to meet people
and understand what it was that “made them tick”
- a considerable attribute in a world full of unique
individuals.
So we give thanks for this faithful member of St
Stephen’s who has left us – we will miss his personality and the special chemistry that he could
generate.

Alex Norquay
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Memorial Service – Audrey Strong
6th November 1931 – 1st November 2018
On Saturday the 6th July, a Service of Thanksgiving for the life of
Audrey Strong was held at St Stephen’s.
Audrey was fortunate to have a long and full life. She was a
devoted daughter to her mother Ethel, and was close to her siblings Kingsley, John and Jennifer. Her early years were spent in
Newcastle, and Audrey was always happy to return there to catch
up with family and friends.
The family moved to Sydney and Audrey attended the Daceyville
Primary School and then the High School at Maroubra Junction.
She became a dental nurse and worked at the Sydney Dental
Hospital. Audrey met her future husband Tom Strong at the Central Methodist Mission; Tom was an engineer with Qantas. The
couple later purchased a house in Tunstall Avenue. Audrey loved
her home and enjoyed very much working in the lovely garden
which Tom and she created.
Tom and Audrey had two children, Steven who was born in 1966
and Susanna, who came into the world in 1970. Audrey was a
proud and devoted mother and fortunately, because of Tom’s
career, the family was able to enjoy many trips overseas to
Europe, the United States, the Pacific Region and Asia. When
the two children were older, Audrey took up a new career and
worked in the library at Newington College.
Audrey was a faithful member of St Stephen’s Church for many
years. Her great love was music and she sang in the choir every
Sunday. Audrey also took on the role of organizing Monday
Music – during the time when she was an active member of our
church, the weekly concerts were held on a Monday. Family and
close friends say that music brought Audrey so much joy. They
also describe Audrey in these words: “a special person – fun,
vibrant and loving – always encouraging and supportive of anyone in need – a resilient lady as well.”
It was indeed good that family and friends were able to gather in
St Stephen’s for this Memorial Service, to honour a much loved
lady and a faithful former member of our congregation. We give
thanks to God for Audrey’s long life - a life well lived; at the same
time, we remember her family and close friends who mourn her
loss.

Janice Dawson
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Sunday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Friday

10:00am
Worship

1:00pm
Reflection, prayer,
scripture, music,
communion 2nd Tuesday

2nd Wednesday of the month
5:30 – 7:00pm
Jazz, supper, soul

1:10pm – 1:50pm
Friday Music

4th Wednesday of the month
6:00pm – 7:00pm
Worship, prayer (mission, healing, the city), music,
communion

UPCOMING EVENTS
WHAT

Bekya Restaurant

Conservatorium of Music High School
Choir

Christmas Lunch

WHEN

Monday 28 October 2019
6.00pm

Tuesday 3 December 2019
1.00pm Service

Sunday 15 December 2019

WHERE

10 Maxwell Rd, Forest
Lodge Tramsheds

At the Church

Ferguson Hall after morning worship

FOOD

Middle Eastern cuisine

Afternoon tea in the Ferguson Hall

Lunch

COST

Approx $25.00 plus drinks

CONTACT

Judith 0413 786 571

Donation
Judith 0413 786 571

Judith 0413 786 571

HymnFest
afternoon tea
All graphics within this publication are free stock, used with permission, or source acknowledged.

